
obile backhaul is no longer a secret. Small cellular radios are generating

real revenue for the cable operators. But this business could be bigger. The

technology and demand are there. What’s the holdup?

Lack of familiarity remains one problem. So let’s brieGly review. Cell towers face limits,

such as zoning, physical location and capacity. To overcome those limitations, manufacturers

have developed small-cell radios that allow for a more granular approach to their

deployments. Although small cells have less capacity than cell towers, they are often deployed

much closer to common areas with a higher density of customers and closer to ground level.

Mobile network operators (MNOs) may have national coverage, but they don’t necessarily

have infrastructure, pole rights and/or powering in these granular areas. Their options are

often limited, and they are looking for solutions that only cable operators can provide.

Yet many in the industry have been reluctant to work with mobile operators. Don’t these

MNOs also compete against cable in the “meat and potatoes” world of video and data? Why

help them out?

To that end, there’s been talk of creating a cable CoOp and using joint infrastructure and

marketing to create a national cellular coverage area. But the costs of such an aggressive

move are high and loyalties generally run deep between MNOs and their customers.

MSOs who have already embraced “co-opetition” and ventured into the world of

backhauling cellular data across their networks have seen a big positive: signiGicant

additional revenue with relatively small marginal cost. There are concerns, too, including

service level agreements (SLAs), technical capabilities, demarcation points, powering and

even more important, backup powering.

These are legitimate concerns. But if you are in operations, you deal with these issues

every day, right? You’ve already spent the money on that infrastructure. Take advantage of it!

Purpose-built gateway

How do you do seize that opportunity? One missing piece has been a device speciGically

designed for cable operators to serve small cells. Ideally, it would be:

Strand-mounted Waterproofed

Strand-powered (40-90v) Cable-industry friendly

Surge-protected Highly Glexible

At Lindsay Broadband, we saw that gap and Gilled it. Our innovative Gateway platform

pulls power from the cable plant and provides a power output to third-party products,

such as WiFi radios, IP cameras, digital signage and small cells. Our new series of Gateway

products focuses 100 percent on small cells, with our biggest break-through being an

umbilical cord providing up to 250W (48v) to power other vendors’ small cells.

Small cells require considerable power and must be located at street level. The cable

industry has power — already backed up for 4–8 hours — running down almost every

street in every city or town. This gives cable operators something that MNOs need to

succeed with small-cell deployments.

Mobile operators also need backhaul…

Lindsay Broadband has also integrated several of the top cable modems from

manufacturers that you know, trust and have likely already have deployed. In addition, we

have integrated with several optical network interface devices (NIDs), which you may also

have deployed for SLA purposes and optical access, including PON.

In addition to backhaul and powering, Lindsay also offers the ability to add GPSs and

CWDM add/drop.

With 60 years of experience, deep expertise in broadband technology, from antennas to

optical and wireless, and a focus on the business needs of cable operators, this is what we

do. We don’t re-invent the wheel..we make it better. You already have the tools in place. Just

use them!

You deal with these issues

every day, right? DOCSIS

and optical backhaul are

prevalent, as are 40–90v

powering, and even

back-up powering. You’ve

already spent the money

on that infrastructure. Take

advantage of it!
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